IB English
Noam Chomsky Interview Transcript as a Secondary Source to Support a Marxist Analysis of One Hundred Years of Solitude

1) State the author of the text, the title, and publication date of the first secondary research source in MLA format.

2) Summarize the part(s) of the secondary research text that you find insightful and that contributes to a discussion of a Marxist critique of *One Hundred Years of Solitude* (OHYOS). HOW? WHY?

3) Provide a direct quote from the secondary research text that you may use in secondary support of your analytical assertions and interpretations of OHYOS within a Marxist critique of the novel. Explain the connection with the secondary research quote to a Marxist interpretation of the novel.

   **QUOTE:**

   **EXPLAIN:**

4) Provide a second direct quote from the secondary research text that you may use in secondary support of your analytical assertions and interpretations of OHYOS within a Marxist critique of the novel. Explain the connection with the secondary research quote to a Marxist interpretation of the novel.

   **QUOTE:**

   **EXPLAIN:**